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The heart and the brain had for thousands of years been considered
the "noble" organs, organs shrouded in the deepest of mysteries, highly
organized masses of tissues properly hidden from man's prying eyes
and curious fingers. They were not to be touched under any circum-
stances; they held the secrets of life and death and for that reason were
sacred in the sight of God. So it was that for two thousand years the
heart hid its secrets under the bony cage of the chest until William
Harvey took the heart apart and exposed the secrets of the circulation of
the blood and of the contraction and expansion of the heart which kept
the human body in a stateof living activity.
So it was, too, that the brain, and the nerves that arose from the
brain, hid their secrets under the protection of the bony cage of the
cranium until Charles Bell struck out into new and forbidden territory
and for the first time made the brain reveal its secrets.
Early in his career Charles Bell said: "The study of the nerves is in
truth the best foundation of medical knowledge," and he proceeded to
prove this the rest of his life. He was constantly immersed in un-
ravelling the mysteries of the brain and the nerves, the ailments that
beset them, the functions that were entrusted to them, and the ways
they controlled the destinies of man.
Little is known of Bell's student days. He attended classes at the
University of Edinburgh, but he did not take a degree. For a number of
years, while in the early twenties, and perhaps even before this, he
assisted his brother John in conducting classes in anatomy and surgery.
When, in 1799, John gave up teaching, Charles was admitted a Fellow
of the College of Surgeons and was then entitled to conduct classes
himself. This he did until he left Edinburgh four years later, when thirty
years of age. During these early years in Edinburgh, Charles Bell's
time was not wholly occupied in teaching, for between 1798 and 1803
he published a System of Dissections in three volumes and was engaged
in writing his Anatomy of Expression.
Feeling the need for greater opportunities, Dr. Bell decided to go
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years of age, and had from time to time to call upon his brother George
to help him make ends meet. Bell's name was already known in connec-
tion with his System of Dissections, but he missed his friends. In one of
his letters he writes of the earlier years in London: "Happily free from
the slightest tinge of melancholy, yet I acutely felt my loneliness, the
total blank of affection and anything like reciprocal support. But I some-
times felt a secret satisfaction in the difficulties I encountered. . . . I
never throughly hated London while I could lose myself in it....
I was not idle however all this time. I had a subject of study always
with me. I was preparing my Anatomy of Expression." Despite his
loneliness and monetary difficulties Bell had great confidence in him-
self. Somehow he knew that he would succeed ultimately. He wrote to
his brother George after he had been in London for two years: "I find
no gloom ever encroaching on me, no melancholy, I am satisfied with
London and myself, my reception and my expectations." He also had a
sense of humor, and he knew how to laugh at himself, two very im-
portant attributes for anyone who wishes to get over hard times. "I have
given myself a new hat, coat and waistcoat, I believe I look primitive
and parson-like.... This is a narrow street but very respectable. This
is written on the corner of the street, 'No old clothes men or vagrants
allowed to enter here.'" The small attendance when he began to lecture
in 1806 in an old house which he had acquired for the purpose was
a bitter disappointment, but his lectures became more popular year by
year.
All this time he was occupied with his favorite studies on the brain
and the nerves. In 1807 he wrote to his brother: "My new anatomy of
the brain is a thing that occupies my brain almost exclusively. I hinted
to you formerly that I was burning, or, on the eve of a grand discovery."
What was this discovery? It was that the posterior nerves of the spinal
area carrysensations.
Wrote Dr. Bell: "The prevailing doctrine of the anatomical school
is, that the whole brain is a common sensorium. . . . I have to offer
reasons for believing that the cerebrum and cerebellum are different in
function as in form; that the parts of the cerebrum have different func-
tions; and that the nerves which we trace in the body are not single
nerves possessing various powers, but bundles of different nerves, whose
filaments are united for the convenience of distribution, but which are
distinct in office, as they are in origin from the brain.... It is also very
remarkable that an impression made on two different nerves of sense,
though with the same instrument, will produce two distinct sensations,
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and the ideas resulting will have relation only to the organ affected."
These were the beginnings of Bell's great studies on the brain and how
it functions.
Success was slow in coming. Dr. Bell made friends with the leading
men of the medical profession, Abernethy and Astley Cooper, leading
surgeons of the day, among many others. On June 3rd, 1811 he married
Miss Shaw, who was a sister of the wife of his brother George. One
year later he bought the school of Great Windmill Street, famous for
its association with the Hunters, eminent surgeons and anatomists. In
1814 he was appointed Surgeon to the Middlesex Hospital. For a num-
ber of years he continued to lecture two hours a day at the Great
Windmill Street School upon anatomy, physiology, pathology, and
surgery.
His financial position was now more secure than ever before. In
1824 he decided to give up his systematic teaching and devote himself
to his surgical practice and writing, although he continued to deliver
clinical lectures at the Middlesex Hospital. His reputation was steadily
increased through these years and many honors came to him. The
Royal Society awarded him the first annual medal given by George IV
for discoveries in science, and he received a corresponding medal from
France. The University of Gottingen gave him the degree of Doctor
of Medicine honoris causae, and when William IV ascended the throne
in 1830 Dr. Bell received the Guelphic Order of Knighthood.
When, in 1836, Sir Charles Bell was offered the Chair of Surgery in
Edinburgh he was sixty-two years of age; he decided after grave doubts
to accept the invitation. The atmosphere in Edinburgh had changed, for,
as his brother wrote him, "There is a universal cordiality and all are
ready to receive you, notonly without jealousy, distrust or heart-burning,
but with open arms." Bell had always longed for a life with comparative
leisureforscientific research. The Professorship ofAnatomy at the Royal
Academy in London would have been the ideal thing for him, but it was
not offered. The next best thing was Edinburgh. "Were I," says Bell,
"to close my senses against the pain of resigning all here which has
hitherto been my pride I could imagine many happy circumstances in
a life devoted to a University. London," he said in one of his letters,
"is a place to live in but not to die in."
Bell had always loved the country and he found his greatest joys and
relaxations there. It was in August 1821 that he first went fishing with
his lifelong friend, John Richardson. Richardson, Horner, Jeffrey,
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Cockburn, and Bell formed alittlecoterie of intimates. Itwas at Richard-
son's home that Bell first met Sir Walter Scott.
Fishing became the chief means of relaxation for Bell. He writes
what he calls a vindication of fishing to his brother George: "How de-
lightful it is to find yourself, on a Spring day by the side of a stream in
the midst of a meadow, the fine sloping hills around you, with their
drooping trees and broken woods, with your tackle and rod preparing,
Look around you, enjoy the solitude, the loveliness of Nature, for when
once begun the interest is too intense; you wish for rain, for wind, for
then the trouts rise freely; but there is a sort of inward sense of con-
sciousness ofwhere you are, that you breathe a pure air, and are fatigued
without being exhausted, without lassitude, and you see the day rise, and
you see it in full noon, you see it decline, and it is all too short-hours
and days speed away all too rapidly for enjoyment. Then if you enjoy
a wilder scene-trees, rocks, and torrents-how delightful to stand in
the very center of the stream. A cloud passes over the sun, and suddenly
the bright waters take a frowning darkness. And then is the time
you feel the jerk at your elbow, which none but a fisher can speak of."
The greatest achievements of Charles Bell were in unravelling the
mysteries of the brain and nervous system. His discoveries and ob-
servations form the basis ofour knowledge of the nerves. Hisdemonstra-
tions by experiment of the functions of the anterior and posterior spinal
nerve roots were an epoch-making discovery. And yet he did far more
than this, for he formulated a working conception of the nervous
system at atime when all was in a state ofchaos. Charles Bell was one of
the greatest clinical observers and thinkers of all time.
The approach which Bell made to his studies of the nervous system
was essentially anatomical. Structure to him suggested function. He was
not content to see things as they were. He wanted to know why they
were as they were. What are the muscles responsible for these fleeting
changes of expression, how are these movements brought about, and
what is their meaning? Thoughts such as these must have been ever
in his mind during those two lonely years when he walked the streets
ofLondon scanning the faces of thepassersby and gathering his material
for the book he was writing on facial expressions.
Facial expressions and movements were always to him an absorbing
subject, and it was doubtless his interest in these movements which
turned his attention to the function of respiration. He observed the
movements of the facial muscles and particularly those around the base
of the nose in conditions of difficult breathing, and it was his conviction
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that these movements fulfilled a very useful purpose in relation to
respiration.
Heimplemented hisknowledge of facial expression by experimental
research. He proved by experiment upon an ass, a conclusion which he
confirmed by clinical observation, that the facial nerve is purely a
motor nerve which controls the features, that the sensibility of the
face depended upon the fifth cranial nerve, and that the muscular
branches of this nerve were concerned with the process of mastication.
Observations upon other muscles concerned with the process of respira-
tion led to the conclusion that these muscles, like those of the face,
had a double function-voluntary and involuntary. In spite of the
fact that not much was known about the brain at that time Dr. Bell
came to the conclusion that these muscles with a dual action must have
a double nerve supply. But Bell's observations were not confined to the
actions of individual muscles, for he studied the much more complicated
subject of composite movement. "There are," he writes, "so many in-
stances showing that the system of voluntary nerves in the body is
arranged with a view to combinations."
Thinking in terms of movement, the possible explanation of the
combined action of different muscles in a given movement aroused his
curiosity and fascinated him. Nothingwas known at that time of centers
in the brain, but Bell's observations were leading him towards the con-
clusion that some central power must be responsible and leading up
to the dictum put forth by Hughlings Jackson many years later that
movements, notmuscles, are represented in the brain.
After proving by experiment that the anterior spinal roots are
motor, the posterior sensory, he reasoned that the anterior columns
of the spinal cord were associated with motion, the posterior with
sensation. He also deduced that the great lateral column in the spinal
cord was concerned with the act of respiration, a function of vital im-
portance which manifests itself at birth, continues, during states of
unconsciousness, and isoften the last manifestation of life.
Bell's brilliant powers of observation and reasoning are nowhere
better illustrated than in his admirable description of the defensive
mechanism of the eye, and his philosophic outlook is obvious in his
writings, as for example, "when we are wrapt in devotional feelings and
outward impressions are unheeded, the eyes are raised by an action
neither taught nor acquired."
Let us return to Bell's grand discovery about which he wrote to his
brother Charles in 1807. In this letter he states further: 'I consider
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the organs of the outward senses as forming a distinct class of nerves
from the other. I trace them to corresponding parts of the brain totally
distinct in origin from the others. Here I see established connections.
Again the greater mass of the cerebrum sends down processes, which
give off all the common nerves of voluntary motion, etc. I establish
then a kind of circulation, as it were. In this inquiry I describe many
connections. The whole opens up in a new and simple light; the
nerves take a simple arrangement; the parts have appropriate nerves;
and the whole accords with the phenomena of the pathology and is
supported by interesting views."
But Dr. Bell went further and established the matter on an ex-
perimental basis. On March 12, 1810, in another letter he writes: "It
occurred to me that all the spinal nerves had within the sheath of the
spinal marrow two roots-one from the back part, another from before.
Whenever this occurred to me I thought that I had obtained a method
of inquiry into the function of the parts of the brain. Experiment 1. I
opened the spine and pricked and injured the posterior filaments of
the nerves-no motion of the muscles followed. I then touched the
anterior division-immediately the parts were convulsed. Experiment 2.
I now destroyed the posterior part of the spinal marrow by the point of
a needle no convulsive movement followed. I injured the anterior
part, and the animal was convulsed." Again, on August 5, 1819, Bell
wrote to his brother: "When you left us, I told you that I was to sit
down to my notes on the nervous system. Believe me this is quite an
extraordinary business. I think the observations I have been able to
make furnish the materials of a grand system which is to revolutionize
all we know of this part of anatomy-more than the discovery of
the blood."
Charles Bell was right in his comparison of the nervous system
with the circulation of the blood. Like the flow of blood, the functioning
of the nervous system is dependent upon streams of afferent and efferent
impulses which determine our sensations, thought, and actions, whether
the latter be reflex or volitional.
In an essay entitled The Nervous Circle which connects the Vol-
untary MAuscles with the Brain, Bell wrote: "Between the brain and the
muscles there is a circle of nerves; one nerve conveys the influence from
the brain to the muscle, another gives the sense of the condition of the
muscle to the brain." His insight into the mechanism of the action of
the nerves was remarkable. He continued: "Thus led to our conclusion
that there is motion in a circle we nevertheless cannot adopt the
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hypothesis of circulatory fluids. That a fluid does not proceed from the
brain, we learn from this; that on touching the end of a motor nerve
which has for some days been separated from the brain, the muscle is
excited as when the nerve was first divided. The property, however it
may be defined is, therefore, in the nerve. Our language might perhaps
be more precise if we used terms which implied the course of nervous
influence whether from or towards the brain, but it will be difficult to
express this without the aid of hypothesis."
Sir Charles Bell provided a conception of the functioning of the
nervous system based upon his anatomical, experimental, and clinical
observations which has been proved, by those who followed him, to be
substantially correct. He conceived what may well be described as
the circulation of nervous impulses, a discovery of the first magnitude,
as was Harvey's discovery of the circulation of the blood.
On the 27th of April, 1842, while visiting friends at Worcester,
Sir Charles Bell died from an attack of angina pectoris, an ailment from
which he had been suffering for a number of years. Lord Jeffrey, on
hearing of his death, wrote to Lord Cockburn: "This is a sad blow the
loss of good, kindhearted, happy Charles Bell." It was Jeffrey, too, who
worded the beautiful inscription in Hallow Churchyard: "Sacred to
the memory of Sir Charles Bell, who after unfolding with sagacity,
patience and success the wonderful structure of our mortal bodies,
esteemed lightly of his great discoveries, except only as they tended to
impress himself and others with a deep sense of the infinite wisdom and
ineffable goodness of the Almighty Creator."
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